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Package Code:HO105434 Price: 10000(Price per person)

Romantic Kashmir - 5 Nights / 6 Days

Cities Covered: >> Srinagar >> Pahalgam >> Gulmarg >> Srinagar Houseboat >> Srinagar

Package Highlights:
.
Kashmir is a wonderful idea for a visit, especially for those wishing to experience teeth chattering
temperatures and snow for the first time. Sonamarg and Gulmarg promise a lot of fun in the snow
and ensure you fly home with snow-capped memories imprinted in your mind’s eye. When there’s
snow around, a snow fight is bound to happen, no matter what your age. You’ll  even get a
chance to fulfil  your lifelong dream of building a snowman. Enticing cold temperatures with
snowfall is one of the many things that Pahalgam has to offer. The weather unlike the blistering
cold in Gulmarg, nurtures a variety of apples orchards, vast fields of saffron as well as an array of
dry fruits. Pahalgam is a wonderful place to visit for its unique parks like Bethab Valley, Aru
Valley and Chandan Valley. A morning walk or a short stroll can never do justice to the amount of
natural beauty there is to see. Bethab valley has vast sunny lawns spotted with clusters of tall,
coniferous trees. There’s a gushing stream cutting through the park that keeps you company
while you gaze at the white Himalayan range.

Itinerary:
.
Day 1: Srinagar:
.
Arrive
.
.
Meet & greet on arrival at Srinagar Airport and proceed to check-in at hotel. Rest of the day at leisure for local
market or shopping. Overnight stay in Srinagar.
.
Day 2: Srinagar:
.
Srinagar Sightseeing
.
.
Morning breakfast at hotel and later proceed for local sightseeing, visit Mughal Garden, Nishat Bagh (The Garden of



Pleasure) and "Shalimar" (Abode of All). Drive along the lake side on Boulevard. On return visit local Handicrafts
Emporium for  hand-knotted  specialty  Silken  carpets,  shawls,  jewellery  ornaments.  In  second  half  day  visit
Shankeracherya Temple. Overnight stay in Srinagar.
.
Day 3: Pahalgam:
.
Srinagar - Pahalgam (90 kms / 03 hrs approx.)
.
.
After breakfast transfer to Pahalgam its one of the famous Tourist attraction and a favorite place for shooting of
Bollywood films, and is still a health resort.
Optional tours: Embark on an excursion (This excursion is optional or own arrangements or on actual cost) to
Chandanwadi (3288 meters), Betaab Valley and Aru Valley. Surrounded by snow-covered mountain peaks and
dense pine and deodar forests, this valley is the mouth of River Sheshnag . Pahalgam is famous for some trekking
routes also & is the base camp for Amarnath Pilgrimage. Return to hotel. Overnight stay in Pahalgam.
.
Day 4: Gulmarg:
.
Pahalgam - Gulmarg (135 kms / 2.5 hrs approx.)
.
.
After breakfast we proceed to Gulmarg. Gulmarg is one of the most beautiful resorts in the valley. It is at 52kms from
Srinagar. Gulmarg has been a resort for the kings like Yousuf Shah Chak and Jahangir who used to visit frequently.
Gulmarg boasts Asia's highest and longest cable car project, the Gulmarg Gondola. The two-stage ropeway ferries
about 600 people per hour to and from Kongdoori Mountain, a shoulder of nearby Afarwat Peak (4,200 m (13,780 ft).
You can also try skiing on your own. Gulmarg has one of the best ski slopes in the world and also has highest golf
course in the world with 18 holes. Overnight stay in Gulmarg.
.
Day 5: Srinagar Houseboat:
.
Gulmarg – Srinagar Houseboat (60 kms / 1.5 hrs approx.)
.
.
After breakfast we proceed to Srinagar rest day is leisure for free and evening enjoy a Shikara Ride in famous Dal
Lake for 1 hr. Overnight stay in Houseboat.
.
Day 6: Srinagar:
.
Departure
.
.
After breakfast check out from hotel and transfer to Srinagar Airport for your onward journey. Bid goodbye to the
lovely cities with lifetime memories. We hope you had a great trip and you would come to us again for your next
travel plan.
.

Hotel Details :
 

Place Hotel Type Hotel Name

Srinagar 3 Star Hotel Aayat

Pahalgam 3 Star Hotel Baisaran

Gulmarg 3 Star Pine Spring Resort

Srinagar Houseboat 3 Star Deluxe Houseboat

Srinagar 5 Star The Lalit



Pahalgam 5 Star WelcomHotel Pine-n-Peak

Gulmarg 5 Star
The Khyber Himalayan Resort
& Spa

Srinagar Houseboat 5 Star Super Deluxe Houseboat

Srinagar 4 Star The Victory

Pahalgam 4 Star Hotel Heevan

Gulmarg 4 Star Heevan Resort

Srinagar Houseboat 4 Star Deluxe Houseboat

Price Summary : (Price Per Person)

Hotel
Type

Price for
(2Pax)

Price for
(4Pax)

Price for
(6Pax)

Price for
(8Pax)

Extra
Adult

Extra
Child

Extra
Infant

3 Star 10000 8000 6000 4000 6000 4000 500

5 Star 20000 18000 16000 14000 16000 12000 500

4 Star 15000 13000 11000 9000 10000 7000 500

Inclusions :
 

02 nights stay at Srinagar.-
01 night stay at Pahalgam.-
01 night stay at Gulmarg.-
01 night stay at Srinagar ( Houseboat ).-
Daily breakfast at hotel / houseboat, except day 1.-
01 hour Shikara Ride.-
Sightseeing as per the itinerary.-
All transfers, excursions & sightseeing as per the itinerary ( 02 / 03 pax - TATA Indigo / Swift Dzire ) ( 04 / 06 pax
– Innova ) / Similar.

-

Parking and all transport related expense including Driver Services.-
All toll taxes, parking fees, Fuel and driver's allowances.-
All Transport & Hotels Related Taxes.-
Assistance on Arrival.-
Govt. Service Tax.-

Exclusions :
.

International / Domestic airfare.-
Meals other than specified in the itinerary.-
Cable Car Ride in Gulmarg.-
Pony ride in Gulmarg & Pahalgam-
Visit to Aru & Chandanwari in Pahalgam-
Room Heater.-
Snow Jeep, incase of heavy snow fall.-
Anything not mentioned in the inclusions.-



Personal expenses such as laundry, telephone calls, tips & gratuity, mineral water, soft & hard drinks, porterage.-
Expenses of personal nature such as tips, laundry, Table drinks, etc.-
Additional sightseeing or extra usage of vehicle, other than mentioned in the itinerary.-
Entrance Fees & Guide charges.-
Any cost arising due to natural calamities like, landslides, road blockage, political disturbances (strikes), etc (to
be borne by the client, who is directly payable on the spot).

-

Any increase in Airlines taxes or fuel price at the time of departure, leading to increase in cost on surface
transportation & land arrangements, which may come into effect prior to departure.

-

Still camera / video camera charger.-

Cancellation Policy :
.

10% of full tour cost - 60 days prior to arrival.-
25% of full tour cost - 30 days prior to arrival.-
50% of full tour cost - between 15 & 29 days prior to tour.-
75% of full tour cost - between 14 & 7 days prior to tour.-
100% within 7 days prior to tour.-

Important Notes:
.

Price of the package is calculated for per passenger on a twin-sharing basis.-
Vehicle will be confirmed as per Itinerary and not at disposal. AC will work only in the plains and will be switched
off during hill drives.

-

Compulsory photo id proof is required for all the guests at the time of check in.-
Rates are not valid for peak Festive season / Fair period i.e. New Year, Diwali, Major Conference, Events etc.-
Hotel standard Check-in / Check-out time varies from destination to destination, 1400 hrs or 1500 hrs / 1200 hrs
respectively.

-

Prices are dynamic and subject to change unless the booking is put on hold-on time limit basis or confirmed.
Rates include only those items specified in the itinerary.

-

Refund strictly as per the cancellation policy given.-
Package rates are valid for  the selected travel  dates only and for  the room category and other  services,
specified.

-

The guests are requested to follow the rules and regulations of the resort / hotel where they are accommodated.-
Inter-connecting rooms / adjacent rooms / rooms on same floor / rooms near to each other, smoking / non-
smoking rooms / are strictly subject to availability.

-

Shorter-stays than the booked stay and early check-out will be regarded as cancellation and hence no refund
will be provided for any un-utilized service/s.

-

No amendments (name changes, date changes, hotel change etc) will be done once the booking is confirmed.
Any changes possible will  be done offline, subject to any cancellation / rebooking / additional charges (as
applicable).

-

We do not hold any responsibility for additional cost or adjustment which may arise as a result of events beyond
our control, such as technical problems with means of transportation, changes imposed by re-scheduling or
cancellation of flights by an airline/train, political disturbances, natural disasters, bad weather or terrorist activity
etc. Also, any subsequent increase in the cost, which may arise from the increase of fuel price, govt taxes or
accommodation charges shall have to be charged additionally.

-

We shall have no legal liability for any loss, damage, personal injury arising directly or indirectly from any aspect
of your Holiday.

-

It is the responsibility of the guest to carry all necessary travel documents such as accommodation voucher /-



confirmation, passport, other valid identity proof, flight/air tickets etc.
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